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Saratoga

Brickhouse
Horseshoe Inn
The Mill
Bentley’s
Wheat�elds
Sammy Cohen’s
Harvey’s Irish Pub
Saratoga City Tavern
BWP Local Grille
Peabody’s-Saratoga
Pig N Whistle
Trick Shot Billiards Inc.
Kings Tavern
Brickhouse Pizza & Grill
The Mill
Ravenswood
Rusty Nail
Giavano’s Pizza
End Zone Sports Pub
Almost Saratoga
388 Burger Bar
Paddy Duggans
PJ’s BBQ
Brickyard Tavern
The Caroline St. Pub
Horseshoe Inn
Quarters
The Mexican Connection
Icehouse
Saratoga Skydiving
Global Fitness
SportClips-Saratoga

Saratogas newest upscale dining establishment needed the complete2 West... 

For additional information and pictures of these projects and more, 
check out Allstar Systems on facebook   and be sure to like our page.®

Global Foundries...This multi-national called upon us to bring in television service
to several building on their large manufacturing and R&D campus.  We delivered a 
DirecTV  solution to several buildings with their speci�c line-up of local, national and

This is the second location for this owner where we 
delivered an integrated solution to their A/V needs.  We created a complete television 
and audio system that creates either a sports tavern, trivia bar or late night club 
atmosphere while also being a nice casual restaurant.  
Digital signage was also installed so the owner can 
promote his messages to guests easily while a master 
remote runs it all.   A robust camera surveillance system 
with remote viewing capacity helps to protect the business.

suite of ALLSTAR products.  We designed an integrated television system including a 
video wall with a multi zone audio system that sounds great 
in all areas of the premise.  Our URC based control platform 
made running everything easy and e�cient.  We also 
delivered a comprehensive HD CCTV surveillance system to 
protect the investment just like at their Wheat�elds locations.
Everything installed by one Team saving both time and money.

international channels without a bunch of channels 
they did not want.  We worked seamlessly with their 

other contractors and integrated our system into their existing infrastructure on time 
and within budget.
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